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Capillary condensation of Lennard-Jones fluid in a slitlike pore filled
with quenched disordered matrix
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We have studied a capillary condensation of a Lennard-Jones fluid in a slitlike pore filled with a
quenched disordered hard-sphere matrix using the Born–Green–Yvon~BGY! equation with the
Fisher–Methfessel~FM! approximation. The solution of the replica Ornstein–Zernike~ROZ!
equation in the Percus–Yevick~PY! approximation for a fluid in a homogeneous matrix is used as
an input. The adsorption isotherms exhibit hysteresis loops for matrix-free and highly microporous
matrix-filled slitlike pores. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51927-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that simple fluids confined to narro
pores of idealized geometry~e.g., slitlike or cylindrical! ex-
hibit a rich variety of phase transitions.1–5 The effect of con-
finement results in a shift of the bulk coexistence curve—t
phenomenon is known as capillary condensation. The co
istence occurs between gaslike and liquidlike~inhomoge-
neous! phases inside the pore. Moreover, confined fluids m
undergo prewetting and layering transitions in competit
with capillary condensation. However, real pores are g
metrically heterogeneous. Surface roughness of pore w
and their energetic heterogeneity are the factors that can
troduce specific features into the phase behavior of confi
fluids.6–9 Generally modeling of geometrically heterog
neous individual pores involves pore walls built of plan
segments larger than the molecular scale, such as ste
wedges.10–12 It is of interest to investigate more complicate
porous structures that combine the effect of a geometric c
finement on the scale of mesoporosity and of finer poros
or microporosity~of the order of molecular dimensions!.

In this work we consider a model of pores built of tw
parallel infinite walls, the interior of which contains a m
croporous medium. One experimental realization of the c
ditions related to our model has been presented recent
Refs. 13 and 14. The ideas on how to model confin
quenched-annealed fluids have been borrowed form
theory of quenched-annealed bulk~uniform! systems.15–18

The geometrically homogeneous pore is first filled with
fluid of one species~we call it matrix,m) and, after quench-
ing, provide a confined microporous medium for adsorpt
of another fluid. Dependent on the way of preparation,
can arrive at either an entirely filled microporous slit or a s
with molecularly rough walls.

The experiments on the behavior of fluids in unifor
disordered materials19–21 indicate that such systems exhib
non-negligible deviations from the phase behavior of b
1140021-9606/98/109(3)/1147/5/$15.00
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fluids. Kaminsky and Monson22 and Ford and Glandt23 for-
mulated a mean field theory for phase transitions in hom
geneous microporous matrices. Recently Kierliket al.24 have
applied the optimized cluster theory of Andersen, Chand
and Weeks25 to describe phase diagrams of a sing
component fluid in uniform disordered porous materia
However, the problem of phase transitions in confin
quenched-annealed systems has not been considered so

The theory of inhomogeneous QA~IQA! mixtures has
been initiated recently,26 and is in its infancy at present. Th
first results from the numerical solution of inhomogeneo
replica. Ornstein–Zernike equations~IROZ!, complemented
by the Born–Green–Yvon~BGY! equation for the density
profile have been presented in a series of papers from
laboratory.27,28We have found that the solutions of the IRO
equations agree sufficiently well with computer simulati
data for hard sphere adsorbed fluids. Unfortunately, the
lutions of the IROZ equations require intensive numeri
work. Therefore the study of phase behavior of IQA syste
using the IROZ methodology seems problematic. Search
alternatives is of crucial importance for thermodynamics
confined quenched-annealed systems.

The BGY approach and density functional theory ha
shown to be successful for inhomogeneous simple fluids1,29

There exists a close relationship between the BGY equa
with a coarse-grained prescription, developed by Fischer
Methfessel30 ~refered below as the FM approximation!, and
the density functional method.31 The BGY-FM approach has
been extended for fluid mixtures as well.32 Both, the single-
and multicomponent versions of the BGY-FM theory agr
reasonably well with simulations. Moreover, in the case
single-component nonuniform fluids, the FM approach lea
to the description of wetting transitions and is simpler to u
than sophisticated density functional methods. At present
extension of density functional methods to the case of
nonuniform systems is conceptually difficult. On the oth
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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hand, the application of the BGY-FM theory that relies
the modeling of the contact values of the nonuniform p
distribution function seems possible. Our main objective
this work is to generalize the BGY-FM approach for IQ
systems as a possible alternative for the application of
IROZ equations in the description of capillary condensat
of fluids adsorbed in confined microporous media.

II. THEORY

We consider an IQA fluid in a slitlike pore of the widt
H.27,28 The pore walls are normal to thez axis and the pore
is centered atz50. The speciesm ~the matrix component!,
adsorbed in the pore, is in equilibrium with its bulk counte
part at the chemical potentialmm . The structure of the ma
trix is characterized by the density profilerm(z) and by in-
homogeneous pair correlation functiongmm(1,2). Due to
external factors the structure of the matrix becom
quenched and a confined microporous medium is form
Now, we consider adsorption of another fluid,f , in that pore.
The thermodynamic state of the fluidf , in the bulk is deter-
mined by the chemical potentialm f . After equilibration in
the pore, the fluidf exhibits the density distributionr f(z).
Its pair correlation function is denoted byhf f(1,2).

For explorative purposes, we assume the following fo
of the interparticle interactions:

Umm~r !5Um f~r !5 H`, r ,s
0, r .s ;

U f f~r !54e f$~s f f /r !122~s f f /r !6%, ~1!

wheres f f5s51 andU f f(r ) has been cut atr c52.5s. The
interactions between matrix and pore walls is

Umw~z!5 H 0, uzu,0.5H
`, otherwise, ~2!

whereas the fluid–pore walls interaction is

U f w~z!5e f w$~z0 /~0.5H2z!!92~z0 /~0.5H2z!!3

1~z0 /~0.5H1z!!92~z0 /~0.5H1z!!3%, ~3!

wheree f m54e f f andz050.6s.
The matrix structure can be obtained by solving the

homogeneous Ornstein–Zernike equation supplemente
the LMBW equation for the density profile~DP! and the
second order Percus–Yevick approximation.27 However, in
this work, similar to Ref. 33, the BGY-FM equation for th
one-component fluid30 has been used for evaluatingrm(z),

] ln rm~z1!

]z1
1

]bUmw~z1!

]z1

5E dr2z12rm~z2!gmm
0 @s; r̃m~z1 ,z2!#

1

r 12
d~r 122s!,

~4!

which is simply the BGY equation in which the nonunifor
pair distribution function at contact,gmm

0 (ur12r2u5s)
5hmm

0 (ur12r2u5s)11, is approximated by that of a un
form fluid at average densityr̃m(r1 ,r2). This density is
evaluated as follows:
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r̃m~zc!5
1

v E r~r1r c!dr , ~5!

In the above, the averaging is done over a sphere of diam
s and the volumev, centered at the pointr c5@r11r2#/2.
The boundary condition for solving Eq.~4! is ym(z→6`)
5exp(bDmm), whereDmm is the configurational~without ki-
netic contribution! part of the chemical potential for the ma
trix species andym(z)5exp@bUm(z)#rm(z) is the one-particle
cavity distribution function. This methodology has be
shown to be successful for the description of the hard sph
disordered matrix structure up to intermediate values of
chemical potentialbmm .

We now proceed to the problem of evaluation of t
fluid structure. In our previous works17,18 we have applied
the IROZ equations with the BGY equation to couple t
density profile with the pair correlation function. However,
one focuses on the evaluation of the local densityr f(z)
rather than the inhomogeneous pair correlation functions,
application of a multicomponent version of the BGY-F
theory32 may be attempted. The local density of fluid repr
sents the most important property. One then computes
adsorption isotherms by straightforward integration.

To obtain local fluid density in the IQA we propose th
approximation similar to the BGY-FM equation for a two
component fluid of matrix and fluid particles,

] ln r f ~z1!

]z1
1

]bU f w~z1!

]z1

5E dr2z12rm~z2!gm f
0 @s; r̃m~z1 ,z2!,r̃ f ~z1 ,z2!#

3
1

r 12
d~r 122s!1E dr2z12r f ~z2!

3gf f
0 @s; r̃m~z1 ,z2!,r̃ f ~z1 ,z2!#

3
1

r 12
d~r 122s!2b

]

]z1
E dr2r f ~z2!U f f

at ~r 12!. ~6!

The attractive term of the fluid–fluid potential,U f f
at (r 12),

is defined according to the Weeks–Chandler–Ander
prescription,25 however, without optimization of the effectiv
hard sphere diameter, such thats f f5s. Similar to Eq.~4!,
gm f

0 @s; r̃m(z1 ,z2),r̃ f (z1 ,z2)# and gf f
0 @s; r̃m(z1 ,z2),

r̃ f(z1 ,z2)] are the contact values, evaluated for theuniform
QA system at the densitiesr̃m(z1 ,z2) and r̃ f (z1 ,z2). In the
solution of Eq.~6! we apply the exact boundary conditio
yf (z→6`)5exp(bDmf), whereyf (z) is the cavity distribu-
tion function. In the case of equal size matrix and fluid p
ticles, the averaged densitiesr̃m and r̃ f are calculated ac-
cording to Eq.~5!.30

From the numerical point of view, the solution of Eq.~6!
is advantageous in comparison to the solution of the IR
equations. Moreover, this approach has been proven to
form well in comparison to computer simulations for a ha
sphere fluid adsorbed in matrix filled pores in a sufficien
wide range of adsorbed fluid density.33 Our objective is to
apply the BGY-FM extension for inhomogeneous quench
annealed fluids to study the capillary condensation in mat
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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filled pores. The application of other methods to this ph
nomenon, at present, seems practically impossible.

In the numerical procedure we were looking for the s
lution of Eq. ~6! at a given temperature and matrix chemic
potential. The fluid activity has been incremented by sm
steps starting from very small values until the jump on
adsorption isotherm occurred. On the other hand, a sim
procedure has been performed starting from a high valu
the fluid activity decreasing it by a small step until the jum

FIG. 1. The dependence of the adsorption isotherms~normalized by matrix
porosity! on the activity of adsorbed fluid in a slitlike pore of the widt
H56. The results for matrix-free pore and matrix-filled pores at poros
p50.958, and atp50.938 are shown in~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively. The
solid, long-dashed, and short-dashed lines correspond toT* 50.7; 0.8 and
T* 50.9, respectively. Dotted vertical lines correspond to the fluid activ
at coexistence.
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occurred. These two jumps correspond to the ends of
hysteresis loop appearing for some temperature. The ave
of two activities has been attributed to the activity at t
transition point.

III. RESULTS

The solution of Eqs.~2! and ~4! requires the knowledge
of the contact values of the homogeneous pair distribut
functions,gf m

0 (r ) andgf f
0 (r ) in a wide interval of densities

They have been evaluated from the bulk ROZ equations w
the PY approximation.34 We are aware, that inaccuracies
calculating these values may influence the final results. N
ertheless, the data are expected to be qualitatively corre

In this work we have restricted to the pore of interme
ate width, H56. Three values for the temperature,T*
5kT/e f f , have been studied,T* 50.7, 0.8, and 0.9. We
have considered the matrix empty pore~as a reference! and
two matrix-filled pores prepared at the matrix activity,am

5exp@bDmm#, am50.05, andam50.08. These values corre
spond to highly porous matrices with porosity,p5@1
2*dzrm(z)#/H; p50.958 foram50.05, andp50.938 for
am50.08. The reason for considering highly porous matric
is that for the homogeneous quenched-annealed sys
even dilute matrices yield substantial changes of the ph
diagram, see e.g. Refs. 23 and 24.

In Fig. 1 we present the adsorption isotherms for matr
free pore@part ~a!# and matrix-filled pores@parts~b! and~c!#
for different temperatures. The adsorption isotherms norm
ized by the matrix porosity have been defined as follow
G5*dzr f (z)/p. In the case of the matrix-free pore@Fig.
1~a!# we observe a hysteresis loop at each temperature s
ied which characterize capillary condensation. That impl
that the critical temperature for the matrix-free pore is high
than 0.9. The values for coexisting gaslike and liquidli
adsorptions together with corresponding values for activity
transition are given in Table I.

The results for adsorption in matrix-filled pores a
shown in Fig. 1~b! and 1~c!. We have observed that for ma
trices with porosityp50.958 the hysteresis loop disappea
for T* 50.9; nevertheless it is observed, at lower tempe
tures,T* 50.7 and 0.8. In the case of the matrix porosityp
50.938 the hysteresis loop disappears forT* 50.8, it is ob-
served, however, for lower temperatures,T* 50.7. We con-
clude from the presented data that the critical temperature
the vapor–liquid transition is higher in the matrix-free th

,

TABLE I. The values for coexisting adsorptionsGg andG l at temperature
T* and at fluid activitya f , in a slitlike pore,Hm56, filled by a hard sphere
matrix at activityam .

am a f Gg G l T*

0.00 0.006 85 0.019 15 0.818 37 0.7
0.00 0.012 48 0.027 00 0.735 00 0.8
0.00 0.023 38 0.043 00 0.654 60 0.9
0.05 0.009 37 0.020 70 0.840 50 0.7
0.05 0.019 00 0.033 50 0.756 70 0.8
0.08 0.010 70 0.022 40 0.853 40 0.7
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the matrix-filled pore. Moreover, in a given pore the cri
cal temperature decreases with decreasing microporosity

We have not obtained a complete phase diagram so
However, from the results given in Table I it follows that th
vapor coexisting adsorption shifts towards higher values w
decreasing microporosity. The liquid branch also shifts in
same direction. This behavior implies that shrinking of t
coexistence envelope does not occur, in contrast to the m
field type behavior of the coexistence curve for the Lenna

FIG. 2. The gaslike~dashed line! and liquidlike~solid line! density profiles
for a fluid at coexistence in a matrix-filled pore atp50.938,T* 50.7 ~a!;
the gaslike density profile~dashed line! for a matrix-filled pore as in~a!, and
the corresponding density profile at coexistence for matrix-free pore~sym-
bols! ~b!; the liquidlike density profile at coexistence in a matrix-filled po
at p50.958,T* 50.8 ~dashed line! and the corresponding density profile
coexistence in matrix-free pore~solid line!. In all casesH56.
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Jones fluid in a homogeneous matrix with decreas
microporosity.24

Additional insight into the behavior of a fluid in mi
croporous confined systems is provided by the density p
files. We have obtained them and show the correspond
results at coexistence for the case of matrix-filled pores
Fig. 2. The density profiles,r f (z), for the fluid activity at
coexistence for a pore withp50.938 atT* 50.7 are shown
in Fig. 2~a!. The liquidlike profile exhibits much structure i
contrast to the vaporlike one. In Fig. 2~b! we compare the
vaporlike density profile at coexistence for the matrix-fr
pore and matrix-filled pore withp50.938, atT* 50.7. The
structure of the fluid in the pore under these conditions
almost unchanged. The structure of adsorbed fluid at co
istence in the matrix-free and matrix-filled pore wi
p50.958, atT* 50.8 also differs negligibly@Fig. 2~c!#.

To summarize, we have applied the extension of
BGY-FM approach for simple inhomogeneous fluids to
homogeneous quenched-annealed simple fluids to study
capillary condensation. We have shown that the tempera
of transition is smaller in matrix-filled~microporous! slitlike
pores compared with matrix-free pores and exhibits tre
for decreasing with decreasing microporosity. Shrinking
the coexistence envelope has not been observed with
creasing microporosity~at low matrix densities!, in contrast
to the adsorption of fluids in homogeneous disordered ma
ces. A complete phase diagram following the applied me
odology will be presented in a separate work together w
computer simulation results.
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